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Medical Standards Initiated

WASO Begins Addressing
Inequities
by George Durkee
Lodge Vice President

The physical exams have begun,
implementing the Medical Standards
adopted last year. Mostly seasonals
have been examined so far. The Lodge
has been contacted by a number of
seasonals who either have had their
Commissions revoked or told that

would happen as a result ofnot passing
certain aspects ofthe testing. In almost
all cases, individuals have not passed
because of not meeting some small
aspect of the hearing or vision
standards adopted. Cases include:

being rejected because of not meeting
the depth perception vision standards;
failing the hearing standards in certain
frequencies; using soft contact lenses,
though vision was corrected to 20/20.
In the 20 to 30 cases brought to our
attention, rangers have had between 2
and 30 years of service. In spite of not
meeting certain of the standards, e%ch
ranger has clearly shown that he or she
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has been able to carry out their duties
without in any way endangering either
their own safety or that of the visiting
public. This would indicate that the
Medical Standards as adopted are too
stringent.In a September meeting held to
discuss problems arising as a result of
testing, WASO officials answered

"Ifthe work history
substantiates that the employee
can do the work despite the
medical issue, then the
employee could request and
receive a waiver..."-WASO
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implemented consistently and feirly
throughout the national park system, a
state of affairs management at WASO
has long been unable to achieve.

Following are excerpts from that
September meeting. The flill text ofthe
minutes written can be seen at the

Lodge Web Site: www.rangerfop.com.
You may also call or write the Lodge
for a full copy, either e-mail or printed
(gdurkee@sonnet.com).
Medical

Qualifications

Meeting

9/13/99 {verbatim excerpt ofminutes):

A. Issues Identified During
meeting

Pre-

concerns from some of the rangers
involved in designing and implementing
the program. They also outlined what
steps should be taken to appeal a
ranger's adverse medical decision and
what criteria might be used to obtain a
waiver. In addition,they outlined certain
areas that,as a result ofhigh numbers of
experienced rangers not meeting the
standards, might need a closer
examination and change of criteria.

A pre-meeting was held to brainstorm
the major issues or questions we
wished to have answered during the
presentation by the WASO folks. A list
was developed and all the issues or
questions were addressed during the

The Lodge has never opposed the
adoption of medical standards. Our
position has consistently been that any
standards adopted be clearly related to
thejob we do; and that experience and a
safe work record is evidence for a strong
presumption that any standards not met
on a physical exam are probably not
grounds for revoking a ranger's

Goldsmith.

session and are documented below in

the meeting notes. The folks from
WASO who were present and provided
us with the following information
include Dave Davies, Dennis Burnett,
Dr.

Richard

Miller

and

Donna

10. Question Are the medical
standards appropriate; were the
standards brand new or did we select

from a menu. Response: Yes they are
appropriate based on the field study,
etc. and have been approved by DOI
and 0PM. The environment that NPS

commission. We also insistthat these or

law enforcement employees work in

(we hope) much improved standards be

drove the new standards and not the

